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Popular SNY anchor, host and reporter Taylor Rooks is headed to Bleacher Report, sources told Awful Announcing. Per a source, the deal is not yet finalized. After a two-year stint at Big Ten Network, Rooks has worked at SNY since 2016, hosting a show called Timeout with Taylor Rooks. She has drawn attention and acclaim for her one-on-one sit-downs
with prominent athletes and celebrities from Dwyane Wade to Meek Mill and went viral last September when she argued with New York Knicks forward Michael Beasley about what percentage of the brain humans use. From Michael Beasley podcast…we debated & disagreed about this (& much more) for at least 15 min. WHO IS RIGHT? ?
pic.twitter.com/VrnggG7Bk1 — Taylor Rooks (@TaylorRooks) September 26, 2017 It’s unclear what exact role Rooks will play at Bleacher Report, but she seems like a natural fit for an outlet that has constantly sought to expand its digital video operation — including through the brand-new Bleacher Report Live streaming service. In addition to experience on
camera, Rooks brings with her a massive social-media following. The 26-year-old has more than 66,000 followers on Twitter, more than 122,000 on Instagram and nearly 13,000 on Facebook. Bleacher Report declined comment Wednesday. NBA Jeanne Rose passed away from cancer in February. By Sean Keeley OnMay 9, 2021 Local Networks "Once
again, we notified MASN and revoked our approval of F.P. as a member of our broadcast team indefinitely."- Washington Nationals By Matt Clapp OnMay 8, 2021 ABC Aaron Rodgers will be back on your TV set next week. By Sean Keeley OnMay 8, 2021 Gambling Fanduel and DraftKings accounted for 66% of all sports betting local TV ad buys in Q1. By
Sean Keeley OnMay 8, 2021 ESPN "I don’t think a lot of people expected me to do this when my career ended." By Sean Keeley OnMay 8, 2021 CBS "I have tried really hard throughout my career not to look like an idiot on TV." By Ian Casselberry OnMay 8, 2021 NBA Jeanne Rose passed away from cancer in February. By Sean Keeley OnMay 9, 2021
Local Networks "Once again, we notified MASN and revoked our approval of F.P. as a member of our broadcast team indefinitely."- Washington Nationals By Matt Clapp OnMay 8, 2021 ABC Aaron Rodgers will be back on your TV set next week. By Sean Keeley OnMay 8, 2021 Gambling Fanduel and DraftKings accounted for 66% of all sports betting local
TV ad buys in Q1. By Sean Keeley OnMay 8, 2021 ESPN "I don’t think a lot of people expected me to do this when my career ended." By Sean Keeley OnMay 8, 2021 CBS "I have tried really hard throughout my career not to look like an idiot on TV." By Ian Casselberry OnMay 8, 2021 Taylor Rooks was born on May 22, 1992, and she is currently 28 years
old. She hails from St. Louis, Missouri, U.S., and her zodiac sign is Gemini. Likewise, her full name is Taylor Lynn Rooks. Regarding her educational journey, Taylor attended Peachtree Ridge High School in Suwanee, Georgia. She graduated from this institution in the year 2012 as a Lion.Later on, Taylor attended the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. There, Taylor majored in broadcast journalism. Furthermore, this is the same university where her parents attended.Talking about her family, Taylor comes from a family of athletes. Her parents are father Thomas Rooks. Thomas is the top rushing leader for the Illinois Fighting Illini. Similarly, her uncle is Lou Brock, who is a St. Louis Cardinals
Hall of Famer. Likewise, her other uncle is Marv Woodson, a former “Pittsburgh Steelers” and “New Orleans Saints” NFL player.Caption: Taylor Rooks’s parents posing for a photo in the year 1985. Source: InstagramCareer and Professional LifeTaylor Rooks is a popular sports journalist and broadcaster. Taylor appears on Bleacher Report and Turner Sports
at present. Before joining the Turner networks, Taylor worked as a host, reporter, and correspondent at SportsNet New York.Even before this, Taylor worked for the Big Ten Network. She also appeared on BTN Live, BTN Football Pregame, and Women’s Sports Report. Furthermore, Taylor was a sideline reporter for CBS Sports Network for the 2016-2017
football season.Prior to SNY, CBS, and BTN, Taylor Rooks was also a football and basketball recruiting reporter for scout.com. The young reporter has an on-air presence for major events including the Big Ten Football Championship. Similarly, during her time at the university, Taylor Rooks covered and broke national football/basketball recruiting stories
while working with Scout.com.Young Taylor also appeared on CBS Sports Network reporting on the WBB Pre-NIT Championship at the young age of 19 years old. She also interned with the PGA Tour, Comcast SportsNet Chicago, and Fox Sports/Scout.com throughout her college years.Additionally, Taylor received numerous scholarships in her time in
Champaign. During this time, Tylor also helped expand women’s interest in broadcasting. Briefly, Taylor Rooks worked as a model but turned her focus to sports journalism later on.Caption: Taylor Rooks posing for a photo at the game location. Source: InstagramMore DetailsFrom August 2012 to May 2014, Taylor Rooks worked with scout.com covering
Illinois football and basketball. She also made it to national news with her stories and perspective on the game. Her news specifically focused on gamer’s recruitment. The journalist also broke multiple stories regarding Cliff Alexander, Jalen Brunson, Quentin Snider, Aaron Jordan, Charles Matthews, and Jayson Tatum.Then in August 2014, Taylor became
an on-air host, reporter, and correspondent for the Big Ten Network. Back then, she was only two months out of college. Then, Taylor appeared nightly on the popular sports television show, BTN Live. For this, she worked alongside Dave Revsine, Mike Hall, and Rick Pizzo. Taylor also worked with analysts like Jim Jackson, Chuck Long, and Glen
Mason.One of Taylor’s roles is to interact with fans and bring their social media topics onto the screen. The young journalist regularly reports on Big Ten Games throughout the season. She also travels frequently for TV shows. Furthermore, Taylor hosts the Women’s Sports Report, working alongside Lisa Byington. They work together to cover all women’s
sports in the Big Ten.Similarly, in August 2016, Taylor Rooks became the newest host, reporter, and anchor for SportsNet New York. The journalist was also a sideline reporter for CBS Sports Network for the 2016-2017 college football season. At present, Taylor is also the host of Take It There With Taylor Rooks and also works for Bleacher Report and
Turner Sports among others.Caption: Taylor Rooks captured in the middle of her interview. Source: InstagramRelationship StatusTaylor Rooks is most likely single and more focused on her career at present. Or the journalist might be in a romantic relationship but likes to keep it a secret from the public for now.Body Measurements and Social MediaTaylor
Rooks stands tall at an approximate height of 5 feet 9 inches and her weight is around 59 kgs. Similarly, Taylor has a chest-waist-hip measure of approximately 35-24-35 inches respectively. Further, Taylor has dark brown eyes and hair of the same color.Caption: Taylor Rooks posing for a photo in a beautiful red outfit. Source: InstagramTalking about her
social media presence, Taylor Rooks joined Twitter in March 2013 and so far has over 181.3K followers on her @TaylorRooks. Similarly, she is available on Instagram under the username @taylorrooks. While writing this biography, Taylor has shared exactly 957 posts and earned over 374k followers.
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